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Editorial
Since we last went to print there has only
been one championship trial which was
Yorkshire WTS TD trial at Beeford (Skipsea). Congratulations go to Gary Atkins
with WT Ch Glenalpine Pete who was
judge Len Newman’s winning team.
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In this issue I have included the last two
press releases from the Kennel Club: The
first one was released on the 30th December and outlines the rule changes which are
to come into force on the 1st of January
2016. The second, which was released on
the 8th January, is calling for items to be
submitted for April’s Liaison Committee
meeting. Unfortunately the closing date for
items to be submitted is the 28th of January so by the time you get this magazine
the cut off date will have passed. I can only
assume that they don’t want any submissions given the short time frame they have
left us.
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For those of you who don’t use Facebook,
you may remember that at the last Liaison Council meeting CD open was voted
to become mandatory (a qualifying stake
for CD championship), this decision was
subsequently overturned by the activities
subcommittee for reasons known to themselves. This brings me back to the first
press release printed this month, which
states as from the 1st January 2016 that
CD open is now mandatory. It has been
stated on Facebook by Debbie Deucher of
the K.C. that the bit about CD open being
mandatory is an error and shouldn’t have
been included- however, it is now the 16th
January and no official correction or retraction has been forth coming from the Kennel Club. As I have to send this magazine
off to the printers and I don’t feel that I am
able to take posts from Facebook as being

Cover photo kindly supplied by Julie Atkins

The opinions expressed within this magazine are not necessarily those of the Editorial staff. Written permission must be
obtained for any item to be reproduced
whether in newsletters or on the Internet.
©
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factual I feel that until an official notice appears that I have to print the press release
in its entirety. After all, it is what the liaison
council voted for.
If an official press release is forth coming
on this subject I will post it on the website
and on social media immediately

READERS LETTERS
Dear Ed.
I just loved June Coutts’ Reflections from
Reuben. Easy reading, warm, well written
and light hearted. Now that Reuben has retired from Trials, I wonder if he could be
persuaded to offer us more of his endearing
Reflections?

Mark Skillin
Editor

Jane Wood

DON’T FORGET . . . . ENTRIES CLOSING
February
3rd
3rd
15th
15th
16th
19th
20th
23rd
March
1st

Lincoln WTS
(Dunholme, ends 9th March)
Yorkshire WTS
(Nostell, ends 6th March)
BAGSD
(Tewkesbury, ends 2nd April)
Scottish WTS
(Gateside, ends 20th March)
The Welsh Kennel Club
(Laleston, ends 15th March)
East Anglia WTTS
(Hollesley, ends 3rd April)
Essex 2000 WTS
(Danbury, ends 20th March)
Hampshite WTS
(North Boarhunt, ends 26th March)

CH

CD UD WD TD

CH

CD UD WD TD

CH

CD UD WD TD

OP

CD UD WD

CH

Intro CD UD WD TD

OP

Intro CD WD PD

OP

Intro UD WD TD PD

OP

UD WD TD

ICENI
(Tollesbury, ends 27th March)

OP

CD UD WD TD

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THESE DATES
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Contact: Manda McLellan Tel. 01825
791225
email manda@krazyfox.plus.com

CLUB FOCUS
BAGSD AGM
to be held on 28th February 2016 at Whittington Village Hall Warwickshire WR5
2RQ.
Start time 2pm items for the Agenda to
be sent to Sheila Tannert Old Ford Lodge
Ogston, Higham,Derbyshire DE55 6EL to
be received by Febuary 14th 2016

EAWTTS IN SUFFOLK
During the first week of April 2016 EAWTTS will be holding a new Open Trial
based in Suffolk at the Suffolk Punch Trust,
Hollesley, near Woodbridge.

SATS EVENTS 2016

The Suffolk Punch is the traditional working horse of East Anglia. The Suffolk differs from other heavy horses in that it is
‘clean legged’. This was ideal for working on the land, especially in the heavy
clays of central and western Suffolk. This
breed is also noticeably shorter in the leg in
comparison to the size of its well muscled
body; this gives the Suffolk its tremendous
strength.

SATS AGM
Sunday 14th February 2016 at 2 p.m.
The War Memorial Hall, Nutley,
East Sussex. TN22 3NE
P.D. DEMONSTRATION
AND TASTER DAY
Sunday 31st July 2016
Instructor: Lee Payne
Bluemans Farm, Bluemans Lane, Kent
Street, Sedlescombe, Battle,
East Sussex. TN33 OSE
Contact: Sharon Carter Tel. 01795
890415
Email sharoncarter01@gmail.com
INTRODUCTION TO CLICKER
TRAINING
Saturday 3rd September 2016
Instructor: Lauren Marlow
Hye House Farm, Crowhurst, Battle, East
Sussex. TN33 9BY
Contact: Sharon Carter Tel. 01795
890415
email sharoncarter01@gmail.com

The breed only comes in ‘Chesnut’. When
describing the Suffolk Punch colour, the
word chesnut is traditionally spelt without a central ‘t’. It is only permissible to
have white on the horses head. The Suffolk
Punch is known for its calm temperament,
a trait bred into it over many centuries.
Weighing on average one tonne and standing between 16-18 hands, anyone working
with such a powerful animal can be reassured that this gentle giant could be safely

MEMBERS MOCK TRIAL
Sunday 4th September 2016
Hye House Farm, Crowhurst, Battle, East
Sussex/ TN33 9BY
including new Pre-Introductory Class
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Suffolk’s unique rural history by conserving native plants and animal breeds. They
offer educational opportunities for people
of all ages and backgrounds as well as providing a beautiful open space for everyone
to enjoy. Please visit their website for lots
of information about all that the Trust has
to offer and what you can do if you wish
to support these horses. (http://suffolkpunchtrust.org)

handled. An old farmer’s saying refers to
the ideal Suffolk horse as having the face
of an angel, the body like a barrel and the
backside like a farmer’s daughter [apologies to all farmer’s daughters!!].
The present day Suffolks can trace their ancestry back to one particular stallion bred
in 1768 and know as ‘Crisps horse of Ufford’ (Ufford is a village about eight miles
from the Suffolk Punch Trust). The Suffolk
Punch has a long history of loyal and valuable service, but in the 1960’s their numbers reached an all-time low, with only 9
foals being bred in 1966.

The SPT farm comprises approx. 150 acres
of Sandlings grassland set within the Suffolk Coast and Heaths Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB). Part of the farm
overlooks the Alde and Ore estuary with
its flood plain and coastal grazing marshes.
The estuary is a RAMSAR and SSSI designated site and is of international importance for wild fowl and wading birds.

It is only thanks to a few dedicated breeders and conservationists that the breed survives today. Although its numbers are still
low, they are slowly increasing. There were
42 foals born in 2009, 50 were born in 2011
and 40 in 2012. In May 2013 there were
about 485 registered Suffolk horses.

The area is well served with B and B accommodation, good pubs and dog walking
down on the beach.
We feel very fortunate and privileged to be
able to use the SPT Visitor Centre as our
base and their grass fields for the control
and agility. An added bonus is the tracking
will be on very light, sandy arable land –
non-muddy!
The Trust is a registered charity dedicated
to the preservation of the Suffolk Punch
breed and the skills of the people needed to
handle these rare breed working horses. In
addition, the Trust is working to safeguard

We hope the Trials community will support
this new trial in wonderful surroundings.
Diane Ling
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OBITUARY

BOOK REVIEW

DIANE TURNER

DOG SPORTS SKILLS BOOK 2:
MOTIVATION

I am so sorry to tell you that Diane Turner
passed away after bravely fighting MND,
the awful disease that comes from nowhere
and hits like a sledgehammer. Diane will
be known to most trialists not only as a
competitor but also as the lady who helped
in the kitchen at Scarborough, Lauder and
several other trials and, together with husband John, as fellow campers on most of
the trial caravan sites. . Her dogs were her
life and I am proud to say that she took
Stardell Subra (Jessie) through to ticket,
and came close to winning on more than
one occasion. It is only just over a year ago
that she stood with us all in the pouring rain
at the Essex trial worrying about whether
Jessie would manage the jumps in the wet,
and yet just a couple of months later she
was given the terrible news of her condition and her deterioration was rapid. However, Diane battled on, and whilst not disputing the future was determined to make
the best of the present. She is a terrible loss
to us her friends, but even more so to John
and daughter Kelly and our thoughts are
with them.
Wendy Beasley

By Denise Fenzi and Deborah Jones
PhD
This book is divided into 12 chapters with
a foreword by the great Ken Ramirez
Chapter 1 looks at motivation and learning, asking the question “What is Motivation?” not only of the dog but the handler
and reassures readers that, although it may
not be immediately obvious, most puppies,
with the right genetics, can develop just
as strong desire for a particular toy as one
which fixated on it at first exposure.
I have a feeling that John Rogerson would
really like “The Dog, but not the Chicken”
section as it looks at what makes training
a dog different from training poultry! And
the subject of “Clean Training” is explored
along with its pros and cons for the type of
7

dog you have. Errorless learning is something that has been promoted heavily over
recent years and this area is investigated
briefly before the authors go on to talk
about relationships and the importance of
social interaction.
Types of motivators always interest me
probably due to having owned dogs which
were not particularly turned on by the offer
of fetch or tug toys and sometimes not even
food, this is where the alternative or nontraditional reward comes in (just make sure
it is both portable and practical)!
Creating motivators via operant and classical conditioning is a concept many are familiar with again often with the type of dog
that prefers a non-traditional reward and I
particularly liked the focus on how owners need to consider the best motivator for
any given training situation depending on
whether we are looking for precision and
accuracy, intensity and speed or thoughtfulness and stillness.
Factors affecting motivation looks at the
value of work, the role of habit and the
power of choice but the most compelling
section for me in this chapter was the discussion on the relationship between stress
and motivation.
Changing the value of a motivator using
intensity, proximity and duration was another area placed under the microscope;
followed by the additional considerations
such as how the value of a motivator may
change as a dog matures.
One of the most discussed issues I come
across is how to change criteria without
losing motivation and in Chapter 7 this is
covered at some length. Typically many
of us fall into the trap of trying to improve
quality whilst generalising and increasing repetitions, instead of raising one
criterion at a time! The authors assume
that the reader is familiar with behaviour
chains and continuous behaviours, provid-

ing some insight into how silence may be
stressful or “golden” to the dog and how to
help dogs recognise its value.
Quite a lot of time is spent on how to maintain motivation when your dog makes a
mistake with some interesting views on
whether the NRM (Non-Reward Marker)
is neutral or not, teaching and using it correctly. The “Cheerful Interrupter” is something I have to remind myself to use more
often but that others use to great effect.
Chapter 9 looks at the link between temperament and motivation and their interplay and, perhaps important for many,
gives some ideas on what to do if your dog
has a less than ideal temperament in this
context. It finishes on what are the options
if you cannot find a solution!
The next two chapters are, I believe, of
great interest to those who may not have
access to a stellar trainer or regular training
group. One showcases 10 different dogs in
case studies on motivating different temperament types whilst the other looks at 6
different exercises performed by 3 separate
dogs (18 dogs in all) and provides a recommended solution with justification for each.
There is a short wrap up chapter followed
by a glossary of terms.
As indicated by the title this is the second
book in a series with the third “Play” following on with specific instructions on
how to use motivators and reinforcers and
the skilful use of food.
I believe this book to be of benefit to all,
novice and experienced alike and have no
hesitation in recommending it. It is available from both Amazon and Positive Animal
Solutions, the latter being cheaper as well
as offering free shipping.
Allyson Tohme
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Stakes.
(Insertion in bold)

NEWS FROM THE KENNEL CLUB
THE KENNEL CLUB ANNOUNCES
CHANGES TO WORKING TRIALS
REGULATIONS
The following amendments to the Working
Trials ‘I’ regulations have been approved
by the Kennel Club and will come into effect on 1 January 2016.
Regulation I(A)9. Schedule of Exercises
and Points.
This amendment is to clarify that a qualifying certificate will only be awarded when a
dog has gained a qualifying mark of at least
70% in each group of exercises, and at least
80% overall. This Regulation amendment
is to clarify the minimum mark required for
each group and overall.
(Annex B refers)
a.
INTRODUCTORY AND COMPANION DOG (CD) STAKE
Minimum qualifying mark (70% in each
section and 80% overall)
80
b.
UTILITY DOG (UD) STAKE
Minimum qualifying mark (70% in each
section and 80% overall)
160
c.
WORKING
DOG
(WD)
STAKE
Minimum qualifying mark (70% in each
section and 80% overall)
160
d.
TRACKING
DOG
(TD)
STAKE
Minimum qualifying mark (70% in each
section and 80% overall)
176
e.
PATROL DOG (PD) STAKE
Minimum qualifying mark (70% in each
section and 80% overall)
256
(Insertions in bold.)
Insertion of new Regulation I29.h
This is to ensure that dogs are not allowed
to compete more than once in the same
stake.
A dog must not compete in the same
stake more than once, including special

Regulation I(C)10.e. Agility
The aim of this amendment is to reduce the
likelihood of injuries occurring, especially
in inclement weather where a dog may be
more likely to slip.
Therefore, Regulation I(C)10.e is amended
as follows:
TO:
The scale should be a vertical wall of wooden planks which may must be grooved or
chamfered along their bottom edge to assist
the dog.
(Insertion in bold.
Deletion struck
through.)
Regulation I.23 Championship
The Kennel Club only requires the Tracking Dog and Patrol Dog results to be sent
in after a trial therefore this Regulation is
amended accordingly:
TO:
Within 14 days of the close of the trial, a
copy of the official Catalogue for the trial,
containing a full and correct list of all the
entries, with all the Tracking Dog and Patrol Dog awards correctly marked, must be
submitted to the Kennel Club.
(Insertions in bold)
Regulation I(D)4 Championship
The Kennel Club only requires the Senior Stake results to be sent in after a trial
therefore this Regulation is amended accordingly:
TO:
Within 14 days of the close of the trial, a
copy of the official Catalogue for the trial,
containing a full and correct list of all the
entries, with all the Senior Stake awards
correctly marked, must be submitted to the
Kennel Club.
(Insertions in bold)
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It has been mentioned on FaceBook that
the below regulation change has been included in error - as I stated in this months
editorial - in the absence of an official admendment I felt I had to print this press
release in its entirity.

their representative, items for the agenda.
Individuals may also submit items for the
agenda direct to the Kennel Club. Proposals must be concise and if an amendment
or an additional regulation is proposed, the
regulation reference number must be given.

Regulation I(A)6.b
This amendment has been made so that for
a dog to qualify for entry in CD Championship it would need to have already obtained a Certificate of Merit at CD Open.
This gives value to the CD Open Stake by
making it a part of the qualification ‘ladder’. It also delivers a differential in the
status of the Introductory Stake and the CD
Open Stake.
Amendments to Regulations are not made
on a retrospective basis and dogs having
gained CDEx are not required to compete
in CD Open.
Therefore Regulation I(A)6.b is amended
as follows:
TO:
Companion Dog (CD) Stake - For dogs
which have been awarded a Certificate
of Merit in an Open CD Stake and which
have not qualified WDEx.
(Insertion in bold)

Please submit items to Working Dog Activities Team, the Kennel Club, Clarges
Street, London W1J 8AB or email workingtrials@thekennelclub.org.uk.
8th January 2016
BUILDING THE RELATIONSHIP
I was asked a question the other day which
made me think, the question was ‘ How do
I build a relationship with my dog ?’ Well
you just….. um.
When you think about it, teaching someone
how to get a good relationship with their
dog is not as straight forward as it first appears. Ok. Let’s see if I can break it down –
From the dogs point of view what does
the relationship consist of?
After giving this a bit of thought I have
come up with these three main points;
1. Stimulation
2. Trust
3. Respect
The first two are easy to quantify,
1. Stimulation - Excitement, Playing,
tugging etc. Almost anything that invokes the dogs play/prey drive that
comes from you – Self rewarding i.e.
chasing rabbits etc. doesn’t apply.
2. Trust - I don’t think I need to quantify
this but I include health care in this
category.
The last is not so easy. How do we instil
respect into a dog? It’s not as though the
dog can learn to respect our abilities, let’s
face it in 90% of what we ask a dog to do

30th December 2015

*****
The next meeting of the Kennel Club
Working Trials Liaison Council will be
held at the Kennel Club on Wednesday
27th April 2016.
Proposals for inclusion on the agenda
should reach the Working Dog Activities
team in the Canine Activities department
at the Kennel Club, by 28th January 2016.
Each eligible society may submit, through
10

they can outperform us by a huge margin.
In my experience the word respect in dog
training circles usually means force, i.e. the
dog has to do it – or else!
Now, me being traditional, come ‘born
again’ clicker trainer I try to use positive
methods wherever possible. This helps me
instil the stimulation and trust part of the
relationship but how the hell have I managed to teach the respect that all of my dogs
seem to have for me. My oldest Mali is 13
and I take great pride in the fact that I have
never raised a hand to him – to be fair to the
dog, I have never had to. The same applies
to my seven year old Mali.
As much as I dislike the “do it or else”
statement after a bit of thought I have decided that it might be closer to the truth
than I initially thought. I will try to give
you a few examples as they have they applied to me.
When I got my first mail 13 years ago they
were fairly new in this country and there
were lots of horror stories going around
about them, you know the type, handler
aggressive, sharp, not social etc. etc. With
this in mind I took a 6 week old puppy
down to my local dog club working on the
basis that the benefits of early socialisation outweighed the risk of any infection.
I sat down at the back of the hall and started hand feeding the pup when one of the
club’s GSD’s came over to say hello. You
can imagine my surprise when this little
pup sprang up and latched itself onto this
GSD’s nose – well I reacted without thinking and immediately pointed out to the pup
that this behaviour would not be tolerated
by picking him up by the ruff and giving
him a not so gentle shake. And yes, it did
get me a few appalled looks from the instructor. I personally was just grateful that
the GSD didn’t explain the rules to him.
I do remember thinking to myself on the
way home ‘What the hell have I brought’.

This pup was also the dirtiest little thing I
have ever had, it seemed every time I took
him out in the van he would wait until I
drove up my drive before dumping in his
cage and would systematically roll in it
while I got out of the driver’s seat to get
him out, the amount of times he got bathed
in the kitchen sink was unbelievable – trust
me when I say he didn’t sit there willingly.
Talk about perpetual motion this pup had
no concept of settle, another little thing
that had to be explained. Another endearing trait was playing tugger with anything
that was available, including the tea towels
(while I am trying to dry up), clothes on
the washing line and Oh, and your trousers
while you were wearing them, but when he
whipped the girlfriend’s skirt down in the
middle of the high street it had to be dealt
with. (I blame the breeder for this as he
had ragged them all up to help him decide
which one he was going to keep.)
I could go on (especially as the pup is only
12 weeks old at this point) but I am sure
you get the picture that in all of the above
scenarios I used some measure of force to
impose my will.
So, just how did this end up as respect and
not fear – it’s a good question and I am
not sure I can give you a complete answer.
While I will admit to using a measure of
force to impose my will on this precocious
brat at no time did I use sufficient force to
cause a fear response, the brat was also immediately rewarded for any good behaviour.
Just because I was using firm handling at
no time did I get cross with the pup, in fact
most of the time I was trying not to laugh.
(Ok. I might have got a bit cross when he
bit the GSD’s nose) To my mind the occasional use of force was well mixed up
with large amounts of stimulation and trust
building. In other words I played with him,
fed him and stroked him – Lots. The fact I
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was using a clicker to teach him his basic
exercises didn’t hurt either.
After putting my thoughts down on paper
I have come to the conclusion that a large
part of building respect into your dog is
teaching them that most actions have consistent consequences and that there are defined boundaries and you will consistently
enforce them. If you think about it, they
are not that much different from us, they
push their boundaries as they grow up and
without firm guidance they can easily get
out of control.
If you notice all the corrections above come
under the heading of domestic control, this
is where most of your important conditioning happens. Don’t get me wrong, in no
way am I advocating that you start using
a lump of 4x2 to keep your dog under control, in fact if your actions cause the dog
any pain, or to flinch, or provokes a fear
response it can very easily undermine all
of the good work you have previously put
in. Just be sensible and accept that there are
times when your dog needs to accept that
No means No and that you are prepared to
consistently enforce it. Just be aware that
every time you have to be firm with your
dog you will erode part of the trust you
have built up – the trick is to balance it so
the trust side is always prevelent.
In my opinion the above does not apply to
the training field – (to be fair if you haven’t
got some respect by the time you start
training in an open environment you will
probably be spending most your time trying to get the dog back) the reason for this
is simple, we need them to WANT to do it.
The bottom line is that it matters not that
you are excellent at training the exercises,
without the respect earned from your domestic control it will all fall down eventually.
Now, In no way am I setting myself up
as an expert in this subject and I am very

aware that a lot of folk will totally disagree
with this article – if so, please let me know
what your interpretation is – I am genuinely interested.
If this article does nothing else I bet the
thought of something as ugly as this

pulling the GF’s skirt down made you
smile – have you ever tried to control an
over excited puppy when you’re rolling
about laughing?
I will leave you with this thought, back in
2002 I went on my first clicker training
course, at the end of the day I questioned
the instructors statement of never saying
no to your dog –“ just ignore the behaviour and reward one that you do want, after
all you never see a Killer Whale being told
No” – I couldn’t help myself and replied
“When was the last time you saw a Killer
Whale chewing your table leg
Mark Skillin
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TRIAL REPORTS
YORKSHIRE WORKING TRIALS
SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL

WD C/A - for setting excellent tests and
creating such a friendly atmosphere, and to
all their stewards.
I would also like to thank trials secretary,
Wendy Craven, and Carol Grant for booking in and keeping everyone organized at
the base. Thanks to Teresa Musgrave and
Liz Stewart for doing an excellent job catering for the workers and competitors and
helping at the base throughout the trial.
Thank you to our team of experienced
tracklayers, Dave Stewart, Tom Mills,
Richard Musgrave and Dave Salsbury.
Also thanks to Chris Parkin for doing the
escorting, allowing the competitors to get
to the tracks stress free and in plenty of
time.
Look forward to seeing you all next year
David Craven

4 - 6 September 2015
Rufforth, York
Trials Manager’s Report
I would like to start by thanking the local
farmers for their continued support in providing the land. I would also like to thank
the YWTS committee for their support and
help with the running of the trial; their help
made the trial both enjoyable and successful.
The trial was held at Rufforth playing
fields. There were 10 TD, 9 WD, 20 UD
and 7 CD entries. We held a TD stake for
the first time this year, which was judged by
Ray Lea, due to Suzanne Plumb not being
well at the time - hope to see you well and
around the trials in the near future. TD will
become a permanent stake in the future, depending on land availability. All the teams
which competed in CD said they enjoyed
the experience, some of them competing
for the first time in Working Trials. CD is
still popular with new handlers and I hope
they continue enjoying the sport.
The TD, WD and UD nosework was all on
stubble and quite a number of dogs were
successful in completing the tracks and going on to gaining a qualification. All the
control was held on the playing fields at the
base.
A big thank you to the judges - Ray Lea,
TD Nosework and control; Andy Fox, WD
Nosework; Janine Atkinson, UD nosework; Cath Chadwick, CD and UD and

Stake: WD Nosework
Judge: ANDY FOX
Steward: Lisa Fox
I would like to start by thanking YWTS for
the invitation to judge the WD nosework at
Rufforth. Thank you to Dave Craven and
his team for running a first class trial. To all
his helpers – Carol at the base, all the ladies
in the kitchen (lovely food!) – a big thank
you. And thank you to my wife, Lisa, for
laying all the squares. Special thanks go
to my tracklayers, Dave Stewart and Jenny
Olley, for all your legwork.
Tracking was on very dry stubble, which
most dogs found difficult, but they all gave
it their best shot. I had 9 dogs entered, they
all worked but only one got round.
1st
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Dave Marchant, STARDELL PI-

SCES, BC, 137. What can I say? Brilliant
track from Caffrey, thanks to Dave’s experience giving him time to work it out. Brilliant to watch! Well done. Also gaining
the best nosework.
2nd
Diane Yeatman, LLANSWOPS
TARGA AT ROMSEY, Lab, 77. A really
good try, with a few blips on the way to the
first article. She lost the track just after,
but a really good effort.
3rd
Graham Reaney, ASHENAR
VON GOUGH, GSD. A true gentleman
of trials. The dog struggled down the first
leg, so Graham pulled him off. A handler
thinking of his dog, not the qualification –
a pleasure to see. Ended with a full mark
square.
4th
John Currie, DREAGANTA BIG
MAC, BC. Set off like a house on fire, but
sadly took a corner too early and ended up
in no man’s land. Finished with a really
good full mark square.

thanks to Paul Morling for finding land for
the tracking stakes. Without this new land
the trial could not have taken place. While
at his vets he met Paddy, a lady who runs a
local dog training club; he took the time to
go along and explain about trials, bringing
in a lot of new competitors.
Also, thank you Karen Warner for helping
me by stewarding and keeping me company.
CD Stake:
1st
Angela Moslin, COCAINE Z
KOVARNEY, Caine, Belgian Shepherd,
80, Q. Well done, Angela, CD first time
out with Caine. Congratulations.
Introductory Stake:
Heydon Randall, SUDGVIEW
BEAR, Kaisar, GSD, 80.5, Q. I so enjoyed
judging this team. Man and his best friend.
Neither had even heard of Working Trials
a few months before and never competed
together. Well done, Heydon, please keep
it up.
2nd
Alison
Walker,
VIBRANT
GOLDEN CRUMBLE, Lab x, Rhubarb,
NQ. Cracking dog, Alison. Rhubarb, you
nearly did it - next time, I am sure.
3rd
Christopher Beale, NYRVANA
WHISPER IN THE DARK, GSD, Kobus,
NQ. The jumps just need a bit of tiding up,
but it was the down stay that let you down.
With a bit more time and training it will all
come together, I am certain.
4th
Angela Moslin, JAUNTY JUVELL Z KOVARNEY, Belgian Shepherd,
Loki, NQ. Given more time, Angela, I am
sure you will get Loki working well for
you.
Also competing: Fiona Lankfer with
ECHO BLACK, Labrador. Echo seemed
to enjoy his time out on the field; very nice
search square, bit more work needed on the
jumps.
1st

Once again, thank you to all the competitors for entering and leaving with a smile.

* * * * * *
East Anglia Working Trials Society

Open trial
25 – 26 September 2015
Stakes: CD and Intro
Judge: RITA BANFATHER
Steward: Karen Warner
I would like to thank EAWTS for asking
me to judge Intro and CD at their open trial. Thanks also to Sandra and Keith Dearing, who once again offered up their home
and kennels for us to stay at, and to Di for
keeping us fed and watered. Most of all,
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Thank you all for competing under me, it
was so nice to be there to watch you all.
Every one of you showed what fun you can
have being out with your dog for the day.

PORTER, GSD, 182.5, Q WDEx. Scary
moments on the first leg of the track but
went well after that. Well done, Dave.
3rd
Ray Lea with GOOD GOLLIE
MISS MOLLY, X-breed, 154.5, Q WD.
Lovely track with a hiccup on the last couple of legs.
4th
Bridget Montague with CRISELLA DELTA DUFFY. Lab, 175.5, NQ.
Tracked beautifully gaining best nosework

* * * * * *
NECWTS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
21 - 25 October 2015
Satley

STAKE: TD

STAKE: WD

Judge: RICHARD MUSGRAVE
Tracklayers: Colin Wilson (first 3 days),
Dave Stewart (4 days), Jeff Margreaves
(3 days) and Lol Campbell (earlies on
Saturday)
Steward: Lorraine Wilson
Catering: Linda, Liz, Annie and Teresa
Base: Sheila Margreaves, Tracey Park
and Penny
Trials Manager: Julia Findeisen

Judge: MALCOLM SNOWDEN
Tracklayers: Sue Ashby and Andrea
Lynd
Steward: Joan Snowden
Many thanks to North East Counties for the
invitation to judge the WD stake. Thank
you Julia and your excellent team of helpers for a well organised, well run trial. We
were looked after superbly by Linda, Annie, Teresa and Liz in the kitchen.
Sue and Andrea, thank you for laying all
the tracks and Joan for stewarding for me.
Tracking was on lush grass; it looked good
but some dogs found this tricky, and unfortunately we lost quite a few at this stage.
I set a flowing straight forward round for
the control and was rewarded with seeing
some nice dogs work. I finished with 2
qualifying WDEx and 1 WD.
Thank you for entering under me and good
luck in your future trials.

39 entries, 37 ran
My sincere thanks to Julz for leading her
team to create such a wonderful trial. It
is very hard work to put on a trial and
make it run as well as this one did. Everything I hoped for as a judge was catered
for, making it the most enjoyable experience –THANK YOU. My thanks also to
NECWTS committee for allowing me to
judge the Ticket at this long established
trial.
I was given the A-Team of tracklayers,
Colin, Dave, Jeff and Lol, who ensured
every competitor had the best chance to do
their tracks. Each day the tracks were replotted in the given area so all dogs had a
completely fresh start. The accuracy and
conscientiousness of these tracklayers was
reflected in the success rate of the dogs.
My icing on the cake of helpers came in

Dave Marchant with STARDELL
PISCES, BC, 186.5, Q WDEx. Well handled by a slightly nervous handler!! A
lovely round. Well done, I’m sure you’ll
do well with him.
2nd
Dave Olley with ELMHAUS
1st
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the person of Lorraine, who laid superb
squares all week and topped it off by stewarding the control round on Sunday. I cannot thank Lorraine enough for making such
a significant contribution to the trial.

with JUST ARRAN AT TRENT VALLEY,
WSD, D, 215.5.
2nd
and Reserve KCWTC, Pat Parkinson with WAGGERLAND MY SHADOW,
BC. D, 213.5
3rd
Barry Gilbert with WTCh GLENALPINE COSWORTH, BC, D, 212.5
4th
Diane Ling with WTCh DEBEN
LITTLE TOM, Cross, D, 210
Also qualifying TDEx:
Antony Snook’s LITTLE MICA, Cross, D,
209.5 (handled by Vic Snook)
Les Allen with TADMARTON ENZO,
Lab, D, 209
Tony Lockyer with WTCh TRIPLE TOP
AT HARTSHILL, WSD, D, 209
Vic Snook with WOOLSHAN INKSPOT,
GSD, D, 207.5
Glenys Page with WTCh BILKO’S GLORY, WSD, D, 205
Tracy Park with WAGGERLAND TYNE,
BC, D, 204
Jacquie Hall with LITTLE ASHAN, Cross,
B, 201.5
Sue Ashby with WTCh THE TITAN,
WSD, D, 200.5
Sarah Burroughes with TARNEDGE VELVET, Lab, B, 199.5
Andrea Lynd with REBARK BUBBLY
PEG, Lab, B, 196
Bill Richardson with KENOCTO OCTOBERS DELIGHT, Mali, D, 196
Val Thomson’s TRACELYN DANCING
IN THE DARK, GSD, B, 196 (Handled by
Gavin Thomson)
Mike Williams with MARINA BEN’S
PAL, Cross, B, 196
Dave Olley with WTCh LITTLE RAYMOND, Cross, D, 190
Moira Rogerson with XANDOAS
CHANCE, BC, D, 189.5
Gary Martin with MAGIC DARK SHADOW, Lab, D, 186
S. Williams’ SHADOWQUEST ONE

Big thanks to the base, Sheila, Tracey and
Penny. The base is an important part of our
sport, as it there where most people make
first contact with the trial. Then the base
team look after the scoring and normally
the certificates. This was done extremely
well, for which we are all grateful.
Well done to all the competitors and their
dogs, who proved just how good they are
and what good sports they are too. A special mention and thank you to the farmers
who allow the trial on their land. Julz told
me how co-operative they are in moving
sheep out of fields for us in good time to
let the ground recover. The fields for this
stake were as even as I have ever seen.
Finally, congratulations to all the qualifiers
and to our worthy winner, Margaret Robinson with Arran. Also a big well done also
to Pat Parkinson with Shadow on gaining
her first TDEx with this dog and being
placed second in the Reserve Ticket position - wow.
1st

and KCWTC, Margaret Robinson
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AND ONLY, GSD, D, 183.5 (Handled by
June Reed)

Steward: Jenny Richards
CD was on Saturday. Jumps and stays, as
ever, took a bit of a toll here but I saw some
lovely dogs (and handlers) with a great
deal of promise.

* * * * * *
AWTTS
OPEN TRIAL

Meg O’Kelly with STARDELL
LARA, BC, 96, Q. Great work all round,
as ever with Meg’s dogs
2nd
Gail Gwesyn-Price with ZAVI
JAVA AT CONCENN, GSD, D. 93.5, Q.
Rav is a lovely bouncy dog in experienced
hands. Would have liked to steal this one.
3rd
Brian Wooten with ANNACOURT SEFFE, GSD, B, 87.5, Q. Just a
bit of a problem with the long jump here;
sort that out and Poppy will do really well.
4th
Sandra Warwick with ZEPHRAM
AMPELUS AT CONCENN, GSD, B, 79,
NQ. Such a near miss! Lack of a sit stay
made it difficult to qualify but you and
Quest did really well over all.
1st

25 October 2015
St Briavels
STAKES: CD AND INTRO
Judge: FELICITY VEAZEY
I’m just back from a lovely weekend over
the bridge in the Forest of Dean. Thank
you so much, Chris, trials manager, and
Janette, trials secretary, for inviting me and
looking after me so well while I was with
you. Everything was so well organised,
the kitchen ran like clockwork and thank
you all so much for keeping me fed. Kathy
Williams and Barbara Griffith made sure
competitors materialised through the fog
at appropriate intervals and Jenny Richards
on Saturday and Ellie Anderson on Sunday
both stewarded for me most efficiently, as
well as being good company - I’m very
grateful to both of you. This was Jenny’s
first go at stewarding but I’m sure it won’t
be her last; I would recommend her to anyone.
On Saturday the fog cleared by the time we
got round to the C/A but on Sunday seeing
poles was still rather difficult, and luckily
I found an enormous traffic cone for the
sendaway. I was particularly impressed
with the quality of the sendaways in both
stakes, although a lot of the dogs need to
react more quickly when told to wait at the
pole. All the dogs who competed put in excellent search and control rounds. Jumps
and stays were a bit more variable.
CD STAKE:

INTRODUCTORY STAKE:
Steward: Ellie Anderson
Unfortunately, a lot of cancellations on
Sunday reduced the number of dogs working to four. Such a shame but I don’t
blame anyone for not wanting to drive in
such thick fog. I was really sorry not to
get a qualifier here; again stays and jumps
proved the problem and for Introductory I
really would like to be able to give some
marks for a stay where the dog changes
position but does not leave the spot it was
left on.
Linda Levett with THAMESPOL
DELTA BAXTER, GSD, D, 73, NQ. No
sit stay, but the only dog to complete the
down stay. With more confidence this team
will do well.
2nd
Penny Tagoe with KINGS1st
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Cath Channing and Julie Skipp organised
the food - I certainly was not hungry - and
the organisation was excellent. Thank you
to all. Special thanks to the tracklayers,
Bob Shropshire, both days, Colin Bricknell, Friday and Zoe Finlay on the Saturday
- you did a great job, laying the tracks just
right and organising the land to the best advantage of all the competitors. The squares
were all laid by Pauline Clarke. Her first
time of doing this and produced 100% success rate, with all dogs getting 4 articles.
Thanks to Julie Skipp, who stewarded the
C/A with her usual calm efficiency. You
were all good company, and I very much
appreciated the trouble you took to make
things run smoothly and to give each competitor the best chance of success.
There were 13 entries and 11 ran. The
weather was cloudy and breezy on both
days. Tracking was on corn; the field
and growth looked lovely but some teams
struggled with the track, though on the
whole the more experienced handlers had
no problem. The control was reasonably
well done, though one or two teams came
to grief on the jumps and stays, as is often
the case.

REACH CARAMELO, SWD, B, 67, NQ.
Mocha was the only dog to do the sit stay
but changed position in the down. Such a
shame. Good control but the jumps were a
bit much for Mocha
3rd
Kaye Littlehayes with MELANITTA AMBROSE, NSDTR, B, 66.5, NQ.
Dora did lovely control and search rounds
but unfortunately failed both stays and the
scale. Bound to do well in the future.
4th
Caroline O’Hare with BALIAN
BARKING MAD LAD, Crossbreed, D,
57.5, NQ. Balian did an excellent control
round but lacks confidence in the square so
didn’t get that valuable third article. Unfortunately, I know Balian well and he was
tempted to come and see me during the
stays. No scale but I know this is a work in
progress. Caroline has worked hard to get
him this far and I’m sure they will overcome these problems in time.

* * * * * *
BAGSD
OPEN TRIAL
23 - 24 October 2015
Claybrooke Magna

John Wykes with DREAGANTA
RED RORY OF TARNFORCE, BC, D,
191, COM. A steady, accurate track, followed by a good square. Beautiful sendaway and no problem with the jumps. A
worthy winner - well done.
2nd
Julie Atkins with GLENALPINE
PEG, BC, B, 181.5 COM. Julie and Peg
made the track look easy, went on to get
four from the square and work a good C/A
round. Well deserved
3rd
Steve Bell with STESUCCA
RICKI, GSD, D, 179.5, COM. A good
team, just need to tidy up some aspects of
the work; mouthing and dropping articles
in the square was costly, however the over1st

STAKE: UD
Judge: KATE PEYTON
Tracklayers: Bob Shropshire, Colin
Bricknell and Zoe Finlay
Square Steward: Pauline Clarke
C/A Steward: Julie Skipp
Thank you to BAGSD and Ann for the invitation to judge at this new trial. Well,
what can I say? Ann and her team are certainly to be congratulated at finding a great
venue, nice land and a willing and cheerful
team of helpers. Ann Clarke ran the base,
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your qualification.
Sue Cunningham with KNAVES
TOFFEE TEASEL, Podesco, B, 81.5, Q.
It’s always lovely to watch other breeds of
dogs compete in Working Trials and Toffee
was no exception – she flew over the jumps
with ease. Well done.
4th
T A Palmer with SIEBENBAUM
SENTINEL, GSD, D, NQ. Benson did super nosework and control round - hardly
losing any points – just the jumps let you
down today; once you get those sorted you
will be on your way up through the stakes.

all result was good, and all credit to your
dog who resisted provocation in the stays.
4th
Andy Magyar with GLENALPINE SETH, CDEx, BC, D, 176, NQ. Seth
whizzed round the track, got 4 from the
square but sadly came to grief in the stays.

3rd

Thank you to all competitors; I enjoyed
meeting you all and watching your dogs
work.

* * * * * *
ICENI DOG TRAINING CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING
TRIAL

W
E
N TEACH YOUR DOG

TO WANT TO
SENDAWAY AND RE-DIRECT

28 October - 1 November 2015
Tollesbury, Maldon, Essex

by

Anne Bussey MSc

STAKE: CD

Now available in Kindle format
from www.amazon.co.uk
£4.99
or Printed booklet from
www.workingtrialsmonthly.co.uk

Judge: PENNY BANN
Steward: Belinda Spensley
I would like to thank ICENI for asking me
to judge their CD stake. To be able to drive
just 20 minutes up the road for a judging appointment was great. Thank you to
Belinda for putting all my competitors at
ease with your clear instructions and happy
manner. Thank you all for entering under
me and accepting my decisions.
6 entered 5 ran

£10.95 inc UK P&P

TEACH YOUR DOG
TO WANT TO STAY
by

Anne Bussey MSc

Sandra Wright with FLEECE
WHISPERIN IN THE MIST, WSD, B,
89.5, Q. Fleece did a lovely round, testing
Sandra’s nerve in the recall, but the rest of
the round was lovely. Congratulations.
2nd
Kate Wykes with DREAGANTA
XARYS’S STAR OF TARNFORCE, BC,
B, 87.5, Q. Star was a joy to watch; a lovely square and control round. Well done on
1st

Now available in Kindle format
from www.amazon.co.uk
£2.63
or Printed booklet from
www.workingtrialsmonthly.co.uk
£5.95 inc UK P&P

Tel: 01630 620292
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STAKES: UD AND WD
Judge: LÉ NEWMAN
My thanks to ICENI DTC for the opportunity to judge both UD and WD stakes. Also
to Alan and Sandra Wright, who undertook
the trials manager position together.
Special thanks to my tracklayers, Jane
Clarke and Mike Williams, for 2 days on
WD and 1 day on UD, not to mention marking out the all the fields on the Wednesday
prior. Then on the last day of UD, Dave
Self and my husband, Len.
On to my search and scribe stewards, Sandra Wright 2 days on WD, Colin Ball first
day of UD, and then Rowena Plumb was
‘blooded’ in on the last day. All of you
were brilliant! And great company - thank
you.
Thanks to the ladies in the kitchen for looking after the inner me and lastly, the farmers who so kindly gave us the use of their
land.
Which brings me to explain why my articles may have appeared on the large size
and the track patterns not too challenging!!
Originally both stakes were to be on 3 to
4-inch rape, but it got too long so on the
Sunday before the trial I was told we were
on rolled stubble. The day before WD
started, we went to check the land, only to
find it had been ploughed!! We ended up
sharing with TD on very sparse wheat! In
the meantime, Colin found some new quite
lush fields for UD close to the base. Panic
over!

Here we were lucky enough to be tracking
on a good growth of crop and only lost 2
competitors. A good standard of C/A from
some very experienced handlers out with
their young dogs, but everyone had a crack
at it, even if Darcy earned his nick-name of
Arcy on the day!! Keep at it, Jacky, he’s a
lovely boy!!
Margo Brothwell with TANGHAM LITTLE SAXON, Cross, D, 194.5,
Q (Best nosework). Super track and a fabulous round. A pleasure to watch.
2nd
Adrian Quick with MIDDLEANN
DREAM MAKER, GSD, D, 192.5, Q. So
well handled by Adrian, only lost 1 mark in
the C/A.
3rd
Sue Ashby with THE ZETA,
WSD B, 191.5, Q. Another handler showing her experience with a young dog - well
done.
4th
Diane Ling with LITTLE DEBEN JOE, Cross, D, 189.5, Q. Wow!
What a difficult dog to handle! Di, you did
so well!
1st

UD STAKE:
Tracklayers: Jane Clarke, Mike Williams, Dave Self and Len Newman
Stewards: Colin Ball and Rowena Plumb

Also qualifying UDEx:
Lee Kane with STORMHAUS DASCHA,
Rot, B, 180.5
Jill Kevis with BUMBLERIDGE’S
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NIGHTSTAR, Beardie, D, 178
Reg Saker with VONLUCIANHAN ALLIANCE, Belgian Shepherd, B, 177.5
Polly Thomas with POLLGINA DENNIS
SPARKIE, Lab, D, 168

Pete Ross, handling for Pam Davis, with MEADLE BLACKTHORN,
GSD, D, 172.5, NQ. What a shame, Pete,
Jack just couldn’t manage the jumps today.

4th

To all those who didn’t qualify, remember
there is always another trial, so keep smiling; and thank you every one for accepting
my decisions.

WD STAKE:
Tracklayers: Jane Clarke and Mike Williams
Steward: Sandra Wright

STAKE: TD
Judge: JILL CARRUTHERS
Tracklayers: Len Newman - three days,
Sandra and Mark Lewindon - four days.
Mark also laid three run off tracks on
Sunday
Search stewards: Jill Kevis and Dave
Self, who helped for two days each
Scribe for C/A: Sandra Lewindon
I would like to say thank you to Iceni club
for the invitation to judge their Ticket this
year; I had a great time no matter what
the weather! We had rain, strong winds,
sunshine and lots of fog on Sunday for the
C/A!
A very big “thank you” must go to Len,
Mark and Sandra, laying tracks at times
in very difficult conditions, wellies/boots
clogged in thick mud - you walked miles,
giving the competitors the best chance by
laying very accurate tracks.
Also thanks must go to Dave and Jill, very
successful search stewards with 100% success – yippee, you are both brilliant.
The ladies in the kitchen are wonderful;
many thanks for the lovely food sent out
to the fields and to the people who donated
the beautiful cakes - wow!

We were tracking on very sparse wheat,
which isn’t easy, but we didn’t lose many
and saw some really good tracks. But
sadly the control and agility stopped a few
from qualifying. The standard of jumping
was not good and a couple went out on the
stays.
Mike Woods with JOTUNHEIM
JIGSAW, Malinois, B, 188.5, Q. Beautiful
control round, a worthy winner
2nd
Sue Cunningham with NOSE TO
TAIL JAX, Cross, D, 181.5, Q. Another
good control round, full mark jumps
3rd
Stan Ford with VONHAUSWOLF RAINHARD, GSD D, 173, NQ
(Best nosework). Fabulous dog, deserved
to qualify but let dad down with his stay.
1st

FAR CANAL FOSTER, Cross,
D, with John Simpson, 212.5. Foster won
the best nosework, gaining 3 and 4. Track

1st
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97.5 and square 34, with very good control,
31.5, and agility, 19.5, confirming this very
popular win. Many congratulations, John
and Foster - on this performance the second ticket can’t be far away.
2nd
WTCh TADMARTON ELEANOR, Lab, B, with Mike Williams, 211.
Tara worked well on the track even though
she did not find it easy, gained 3 and 4.
Track 92.5 and square 34, she produced
the best C/A round, 34.5 and 20 - only lost
0.5 on the S/A, no wonder she is a WTCh.
Congratulations, Mike and Tara.
3rd
ASTLEY FLEET, BC, D, with
Kate Peyton, 208. Fleet worked a solid
track, very determined to sort it out, gaining 3 and 4. Track 94.5 and square 34, with
a super control round of 32.5 and 17 agility.
Congratulations, Kate and Fleet
4th
MARINA BEN’S PAL, Cross, B,
with Mike Williams, 207. Marina made
the tracking look so easy; she is brilliant,
gaining 3 and 4, track 97 and square 34,
and another very good control round of
31.5 and 15 agility. She certainly gives
you her best, Mike - congratulations to you
both.

working. They give you their all and you
all went home with the best dog, qualifying
or not.

* * * * * *
SURREY DTS
OPEN TRIAL
6 – 8 November 2015
Oakwood Hill, Nr Ockley, Surrey
STAKE: UD NOSEWORK
Judge: DAVE SELF
Tracklayers: Elizabeth Stapleton, Judy
Meekings and Peter Brooke
Search Steward: Christine Brooks
Many thanks to the Surrey Dog Training
Society committee for the invitation to
judge the UD nosework at their Open Trial.
Trials Manager Stan Ford ensured everything ran smoothly as usual, and thank you
to everyone involved in organising this trial. Thank you to Val Upton for putting me
up (or maybe putting up with me) on Saturday night and thanks to Sue in the base and
to everyone in the kitchen (my diet started
immediately after the Trial!). Also, many
thanks to the landowners for letting us have
a good growth of grass for the tracks and
search squares.

KAEFFER KAL, WSD, B, with Sheren
Perez, 205.5
STARDELL ALYA, BC, B, with Suzanna
Hough, 204.5
LITTLE MICA, Cross, B, with Vic Snook,
195
DURSTONE BRYN, WSD, D, with Sue
Jones, 194.5
LYRICHALINE TIME TO SHINE, BC, D,
with Barrie James, 185.5
GARRETTHALL REBUS, Lab, D, with
Colin Ball, 182
SKYE`S OVER THE TOP WSD, B. with
Jane Clarke, 178.5
Final thanks must go to the competitors;
it is always a pleasure to watch your dogs
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RED RORY of TARNFORCE, BC, D, 189,
Q. An almost perfect track from Rory and
his experienced handler. Well done.
3rd
Tim Cooper and GLOSTER
NIGHTHAWK, LAB, D, 184, Q. Trooper
is a twenty month old lab who just wants to
work and has the obligatory gundog enthusiasm.
Thank you to all the competitors for entering under me; it was a pleasure to watch
your dogs work. I hope you enjoyed my
test and good luck at your future trials.
(cont. next month)
Elizabeth, Judy and Peter laid the tracks in
the very heavy rain and strong winds on the
Saturday, with Elizabeth and Judy laying
the tracks on the comparatively summery
day on Sunday; well, it did drizzle a bit.
Chris laid the search squares on both days.
All tracks and squares were laid exactly as
I had wanted and you were all such good
company. Chris and I thoroughly enjoyed
chatting together with our backs to the
driving rain and wind whilst waiting for a
competitor on Saturday, all the time thinking “We’re going to have to turn around
and face into the weather when they turn
up!”
Track articles: 4” green garden hose
(placed on 2nd leg) and end article 4” x 2”
green carpet. Search articles: green shotgun cartridge, 3” x 2” black mesh, 3” x 2”
green scourer and white jam jar lid.
15 dogs entered and 11 ran. (5 Saturday, 6
Sunday).

WTM
BINDERS
Now back in stock
Keep your WTMs tidy
with these A5 Binders
which will hold 12 issues.

Sue Atkin and MISS DELILA,
CDEx, GSD, B, 190.5, Q. Sue and Phoebe
only dropped 4 marks in total on their nosework. Congratulations on a well-deserved
win.
2nd
John Wykes and DREAGANTA
1st

£8.49 inc P&P
Tel: 01630 620292
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RECENT TRIAL RESULTS
Yorkshire WTS
Championship Trial

181 Q
Also Qualified
Julie Atkins with Glenalpine Peg BC 177
Q
Steve Bell with Stesueca Riki GSD 170.5
Q
Ciril Barke with Legend of Gypsy Joe BC
164.5 Q

Beeford
29th December 2015
Results
(Kindly supplied by Sheila Margreaves)
TD Stake Judge: Len Newman
21 Entries
1st
Gary Atkins with WT Ch
Glenalpine Pete 215.5
2nd
Barry Gilbert with WT Ch.
Glenalpine Cosworth 213
3rd
Margaret Robinson with Just
Arran @ Trentvalley 209.5
4th
Vic Snook with Little Mica 206
Also Qualified:
Glenys Page with WT Ch. Bilko’s Glory
196
Alan Bexon WT Ch. Fly by Night 193

CD Stake Judge Dave Stewart
1st
Jackie Dykes with Zinzan Zoo
XB 90.5 Q
2nd
Jacquie Hall with Meadowburn
Little Biddy XB 89 Q
3rd
S Rose with Retswerb Hot Spice
Lab 88.5 Q
4th
Cyril Barke with Legend of
Gypsy Joe BC 87.5 Q
Special Stake Judge Gary Martin
20 Entries
1st
Gary Haim with WT Ch.
Waggerland Dilemma Q 197.5
2nd
M Rogerson with Xandoas Scout
Q 179
3rd
M Rogerson with Xandoas Isa Q
177.5
4th
Pat Parkinson with WT Ch.
Carishill Hyacinth Q 176.5
Lorraine Wilson with Leetsode Whizz Kid
Q 176
Gary Haim with Lawinick still of the night
Q 174
Peter Brooke with Pacescott Northern Spy
Q 170.5
Carole Millington with Glenalpine Perdi
Q 167
Tracey Berry with Debutante Black Beauty
Q 153
Chris Trevor with Desmond Dingo Q
150.5

WD Stake Judge Dave Olley
13 Entries
1st
Jacquie Hall with Cleo of
Meadowburn GSD 181 Q
2nd
Judith Stamp with Little Madam
Mabelline XB 180.5 Q
3rd
Gary Haim with Lupitoonz Space
Ranger WSD 189 NQ
4th
Andrew Fryatt with Ashassassino
XB 180 NQ
UD Stake: Judge Richard Musgrave
13 entries
1st
Pat Herbert with Glenalpine Fen
BC 199.5 Q
2nd
Jackie Dykes with Zinzan Zoo
XB 187.5 Q
3rd
Jacquie Hall with Meadowburn
Little Biddy XB 186 Q
4th
A Lynd with Seldomseen Jet Lab
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BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
Tewkesbury, Glos.
To be held 28th March - 2nd April 2016
Judges:
		
		
		

TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake

Jean Howells
Richard Musgrave
Richard Musgrave
Pippa Bentham

ENTRY FEES:- TD/UD £21.00 CD £15.00
(£2.00 reduction to paid-up BAGSD Members –
Membership number must be quoted on entry)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY – 15TH FEBRUARY 2016
Schedules from/ entries with fees to:
Ann Clarke. Pear Tree Cottage. 6a Poole Street, Woodford Halse
Northamptonshire NN11 3TS
Please enclose SAE
Cheques payable to B.A.G.S.D

CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
Flintham Nottinghamshire
To be held
Week ending 17th April 2016
Judges:
		
		

PD
WD
CD

–
–
–

Moira Rogerson
Bill Richardson
Laura Bardwell

ENTRY FEES:- PD- £25.00 WD-£21 CD - £15.00
(£2.00 reduction to paid-up BAGSD Members –
Membership number must be quoted on entry)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY – WEDNESDAY 16TH MARCH 2016
Schedules from/ entries with fees to:
Mr David Waite, 29 Queensway, Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts NG17 7GG
Please enclose SAE
Cheques payable to B.A.G.S.D
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HUCKNALL & DISTRICT CANINE TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
18th - 20th March 2016
The Butchers Arms Chesterfield Road Oakerthorpe
Alfreton Derbyshire DE55 7LN
Judges:
		
		
		

TD Stake
PD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake

Chris Trevor
Tom Davies
Sheila Tannert
Sarah Burroughes

Entry Fees: PD Stake: £25.00 TD WD UD Stakes £20.00 CD Stake £15.00
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY 2ND MARCH 2016
Entries to / Shedules From:
G Williamson, 28 Denehurst Avenue, Aspley Notts NG8 5DA.
01159783808

SCOTTISH WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
Gateside, Fife
Saturday 19th & Sunday 20th March 2016
Judges:
			
			

WD Stake
Bob Russel
UD Stake:
Shirley Windsor
CD Stake:
Shirley Windsor
All Work To Be Completed In One Day.
Trials Manager.
Gary Tait: Mobile 07749387938
Entry Fees:

Tracking Stakes
CD Stake

£16.00 ( Members )
£11.00 ( Members )

£18.00 ( Non Members )
£13.00 ( Non Members )

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY 15TH FEBRUARY 2016
Entries For The Above Trials, Schedules And Information ( Please Send Sae ) From
Gary Tait, 26 Hopetoun Place, Kirkcaldy, Fife KY2 6TY Tel: 07749 387938
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SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
20th – Sunday 24th April 2016
(CD Stake 23rd- 24th, and UD Stake, all work in one day)
At: Oakwood Hill Village Hall, Nr. Ockley, Surrey. RH5 5PU.
Judges:
		
		

TD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake

Sue Jones
Sandra Lewindon
Caroline Ashford

Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £20.00. Members £18.00 CD Stake £12.00
Senior Citizens £1.00 reduction
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY, 15th MARCH 2016
Schedules from/Entries with fees to the Trials Secretary: Mrs. Christine Brooks
Cobleigh, Brookwood, Surrey. GU24 0EL.
Please enclose SAE for report time – Thank You.

HAMPSHIRE WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
Held Wednesday 23rd – Saturday 26th March 2016
At: North Boarhunt Parish Hall, Trampers Lane, Fareham, Hants, PO17 6DD
		Judges		TD Stake
				WD Stake
				UD Stake

Eric Carpenter
Gary Haim
Sue Russell

Entry Fees: Tracking Fees £18 (£16 for Members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY 23rd FEBRUARY 2016
KC REG ENTRY FORMS REQUIRED PLEASE
Schedules from / Entries (with Fees & SAE) to the Trials Manager
Mrs Jean Howells, 22 Beacon Square, Emsworth, Hampshire, PO10 7HU
Tel: 01243 372958
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THE WELSH KENNEL CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
March 17h to March 20th 2016
(Prior days may be used if needed)
At: Laleston, BRIDGEND
Judges:
TD Stake
Paul Adams
		
WD and UD Stakes
Kate Peyton
		
CD & Intro Stakes
Le Newman
TD C&A Sunday 20th WD - Thurs & Fri
UD - Sat CD & Intro Sat & Sun
Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes - £20. CD / Intro - £15
(£5 reduction for paid up Members of WKC)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY Tues 16th FEBRUARY 2016
Schedules from/entries with fees made payable to the Welsh Kennel Club
To the Trials Manager: Ms Lindsey Poole, Woodlands Cottage, Isle Abbotts,
Taunton, TA3 6RT. Please include a S.A.E.

ICENI DTC
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
at Tollesbury, Maldon, Essex.
26th - 27th March 2016
Judges:
		

UD, WD, TD Nosework
CD and C&A

Tony Orchard
Jenny Orchard

Entry Fees: UD, WD, TD £21 CD £16.00
(members £2.00 reduction)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY 1st MARCH 2016.
Schedules from/entries with fees to the Trials Manager;
Mrs Jane Clarke, 70 Brook Street, Colchester, Essex CO1 2UU
(please enclose SAE)
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MIDLAND COUNTIES GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG ASSOCIATION
OPEN TRIAL
at
Perlethorpe Villane Hall, . NG22 9EQ
Week Ending Sunday 1st May 2016
Judges:
		
		

PD Nosework
Dave Olley
WD Nosework
Sarah Burroughs
C&A & CD Stake
Andy Fox
CD only Saturday
Prior days will be used if necessary in all stakes
Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £20 and CD £16
(£2 reduction for paid up members)

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 28TH MARCH 2016
Entries / Fees to -:
David Waite, 29 Queensway, Kirkby-in-Ashfield,
Notts. NG17 7GG

ESSEX WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY - 2000
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
18th – 20th March, 2016
Danbury, Chelmsford, Essex
Judges:
PD Stake
Charlie Taylor
		
TD Nosework
Yvonne Carpenter
		
WD Nosework
Eric Carpenter
		
UD Nosework
TBC
		
C&A
TBC
		
Intro
TBC
All work will be completed in one day (will go back if necessary).
The entry fees are:- PD £25.00 TD/WD/UD Stakes: £21.00 INTRO £10.00
(£1.00 reduction for members).
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THURSDAY 20TH FEBRUARY 2016
Schedules from / Entries with fees to:
Penny Bann. 1 Hall Cottages, Witham Road, Little Braxted, Essex CM8 3EU
Tel: 01376 749153 / 07979 605966
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EAST ANGLIA WTTS
OPEN TRIAL
31st March - 3rd April 2016
Suffolk Punch Trust, Sink Farm, St David’s Lane, Hollesley, Woodbridge Suffolk IP12
3JR
Judges
		
		
		

PD Stake
Manda McLellan
WD Stake
Tom Davies
CD Stake
Vic Snook
Introductory
Vic Snook
Trials Manager Margo Brothwell
Entry fees: Tracking Stakes £20 (members £18)
CD & Intro £15 (members £13)
Cheques payable to: EAWTTS
ENTRIES CLOSE: 19TH FEBRUARY 2016

ENTRIES TO: Margo Brothwell, Scotland House, Boyton, Woodbridge,
Suffolk IP12 3LE Tel: 01394 411763
Please enclose s.a.e.

LINCOLNSHIRE GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG AND ABTS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
To be held at The Old School, Dunholme, Lincoln LN2 3SU
w/e 13th March 2016
Judges:
PD Stake
Mick Tustain
		
WD Stake
Nigel Hines
		
UD Stake
Jenny Olley
		
CD Stake
Gary Martin
Entry Fees: Tracking stakes £20. (£1 reduction for members)
CD £15.00, (£1 reduction for members)
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY 3RD FEBRUARY 2016
Schedules from/Entries to : J: Mrs Jenny Henton
The Laurels, Middle Street, Dunston, Lincoln LN4 2EW tel: 01526 320065
Please enclose a S.A.E.
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BANBURY & DISTRICT DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
on:
Saturday 16th and Sunday 17th April 2016
at:
Hinton in the Hedges, Brackley, Northants
Judges:
		
		
		
		

T.D. Nosework:
U.D. Nosework:
TD/UD C & A:
C.D. Stake:
Introductory:

Anne Shepherd
John Turtill
Kate Peyton
Judy Meekings
Judy Meekings

Entry Fees: UD/TD: £ 19.00 (Members £16) CD & Intro: £12.00 (Members £10)
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY WEDNESDAY 9TH MARCH 2016
Schedules from:
www.workingtrialsmonthly.co.uk or www.banburyanddistrictdogtrainingsociety.org or
send s.a.e. to Shirley Simpson, The Old Post Office, Somerton, Bicester, Oxon, OX25
6LL Enquiries to: somertonsimpsons@btinternet.com

YORKSHIRE WTS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
ends 6th March 2016
Nostell Village Hall, Swine Lane, Nostell WF4 1QR
Judges:
		
		
		

TD
Tracey Park
WD
David Waite
UD
Mark Lewindon
CD
Chris Trevor
(WD/UD/CD - work all in one day)

TD/WD/UD £20.00 CD £14.00. Members £1 reduction.
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY WEDNESDAY 3RD FEBRUARY 2016
Cheques payable to YWTS. No Cash entries accepted.
Entries with Fees/SAE to
Mr R J Musgrave 22 Lynton Place, Darton, Barnsley S75 5JU
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ASPADS

WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY

CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
At: Enfield, end in g o n Su nda y 10 Ap ril 2016
Judges

TD
WD
UD
CD

John West
Tba
Tba
Margo Brothwell

ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 9 March 2016
Entries with entry fee (Please Enclose SAE) to:
Vana Moody, 35 Chace Avenue, Potters Bar, Herts, EN6 5LZ
Tel: 01707 651724

OPEN WORKING TRIAL
At: Scarborough, endi n g on S unda y 15 May 2016
Stakes

TD nosework
WD nosework
UD nosework
CD and C/A

Malcolm Snowden
Joan Snowden
Diane Ellis
Tba

ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 13 April 2016
Entries with entry fee (Please Enclose SAE) to:
Tom Mills, Brook Farm, Weaverthorpe, Malton, YO17 8EY
Tel: 01944 738513
Entry Fees: PD Stake, £25.00 - Tracking Stakes, £21.00 – CD/Intro, £16.00
Fully paid up members may deduct £2 per entry
For Schedules and/or Membership Information (S.A.E. please)
Contact: Hon Sec: Judy Meekings, 189 Guildford Road, Lightwater, GU18 5RB.
Tel: 01276 475225 Mob: 07795 086843 Email: judymeekings@yahoo.co.uk

Please note that entries will only accepted on Kennel Club approved forms.
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